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Assignments will be returned soon
It takes awhile to run each code segment!



Neural Networks: The Multi-layer perceptron

How do they work? Uses sigmoidal function to 
assign a probability to each “region”

Hierarchically build a network which takes in output 
of other perceptron functions (read: neurons) as 
input



Non-Linear Model of a Neuron: Another View

prob class 1 = {  logistic(height * weight1 + width * weight2 + weight0) } 

This decision 
surface can be 
characterized as 
follows...



Model Two Regions with Two Perceptrons

prob region class 1 = {  logistic(height * weight1 + width * weight2 + weight0) } 

prob region class 2 = {  logistic(height * weight3 + width * weight4 + weight5) } 

final probability = {  logistic(prob region 1 * weight6 + prob region 1 * weight7 + weight8)} 



Combine them with another Perceptron

prob region class 1 = {  logistic(height * weight1 + width * weight2 + weight0) } 

prob region class 2 = {  logistic(height * weight3 + width * weight4 + weight5) } 

final probability = {  logistic(prob region 1 * weight6 + prob region 1 * weight7 + weight8)} 



Network Diagram of this MLP
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On the final exam, I might ask you to compute probability of a feature vector.
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Neural Networks: Take a long time to train

We need to find an optimal combination of weights

The weight space is very large and we need to 
explore it using backpropagation

It took Google months to train a network to 
understand cats

* The network has 50 million weights



Neural Networks

Good question last class: what if the probability 
regions have multiple areas of density?

Constructing a network like this is very possible!



“Deeper” Neural Networks



Why don’t we need to go deep?



Why don’t we need to go deep?

Universal Approximation Theorem says that a neural 
network with a single layer and finite number of hidden 
perceptrons:

Single Layer has the capacity to approximate any 
function. Provided that we have enough hidden 
neurons



Deep Neural Networks have effective 
representations



Multi-class neural networks

If we’re predicting a multiple classes, how would we do it?

Logistic function only maps from 0 to 1.



Multi-class neural networks



Multi-class neural networks

Probability Class 1

Probability Class 2

Probability Class 3

Probability Class 4



How about for regression?



How about for regression?

Add a “linear scaler” to the last perceptron

final prediction = weightn * input of last perceptron + weightn-1



Regression Neural Netowrks



Regression Neural Networks

Linear Scaling Neuron!



Neural Networks: A Summary

Trained with Backpropagation (Gradient Descent)

Multi-class Networks built by having multiple output nodes

Regression Networks built by adding a linear scaling neuron to output



Moving on...



Let’s talk about classification

Why does accuracy suck?



Let’s talk about classification

Why does accuracy suck?

Say I had a model that only predicted one of the classes

f(<feature vector>) = Cat

And my testing dataset was 90 Cats and 10 Mouse.

Accuracy = 90/100 = 90%



Let’s talk about classification

There are much better ways to measure “performance” of a 
data mining technique.

● Precision
● Recall



Let’s talk about classification
These are ways to compare your various models

Pick which one works the best.

There are trade-offs. For example...

Some models may be better at classifying one class as opposed to another class



Let’s consider a Fraud Classifier

Say that we are trying to predict fraud.

Companies like Paypal, Stripe build models to predict 
fraud and it takes them ages

f(<feature vector>) = Either Fraud or Not Fraud



Binary Classification Errors

There are two types of mistakes this classifier can make

Incorrectly predicting an innocent person as “fraud”

This is known as a False-Positive Error

Not correctly predicting fraud for a bad guy

This is known as a False-Negative Error



The Precision Metric

The fraction of “Fraud” that I caught over all my predictions of fraud

Precision = Fraud That Model Has Caught on Test Set

Number of Predictions I made for Fraud on Test Set



The Recall Metric

The fraction of “Fraud” that I caught over all real fraud

Recall =       Fraud That Model Has Caught on Test Set

All Real Fraud in the Test Set



What would happen if we had high precision and low 
recall?



What would happen if we had high precision and low 
recall?
Remember that recall is “fraud caught over all fraud”

precision is “fraud caught over predictions I made for fraud”

High precision would mean that most of the predictions I made for fraud were 
correct

Low recall means that my classifier missed a lot of actual fraud



What would happen if we had low precision and high 
recall?
Remember that recall is “fraud caught over all fraud”

precision is “fraud caught over predictions I made for fraud”

Low precision would mean that most of the predictions I made for fraud were 
incorrect. I damaged the user experience for some users

High recall means that my classifier caught a lot of fraud.



What would happen if we had low precision and high 
recall?
The demonstration of performance between user-experience and safety.

[High Recall, Low Precision] You want to catch a lot of fraud, but if you do that: 
you might accidently build classifiers which accidently mistake innocent people as 
fraud

[High Precision, Low Recall] You want to have a good user experience for 
innocent users, but if you do that: you might let a lot of fraud in.



We want classifiers with high precision and high recall

That makes sense.

Classifiers that make accurate predictions AND catch all 
real fraud



Let’s consider an example
Actual Predicted

Cancer Not Cancer

Cancer Cancer

Not Cancer Not Cancer

Not Cancer Cancer
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Let’s consider an example
Actual Predicted

Cancer Not Cancer

Cancer Cancer

Not Cancer Not Cancer

Not Cancer Cancer

False Positives: 1
False Negatives: 1
True Negatives: 1
True Positives: 1



We could build a table that looks like this

This is known as the “confusion matrix”



Deriving Precision Formula

Precision = Correctly Predicted Cancer  / All My Predictions for Cancer

Precision = TP / (TP + FP)



Deriving Recall Formula

Recall = Correctly Predicted Cancer  / People with Actual Cancer

Recall = TP / (TP + FN)



False Positives: 1
False Negatives: 1
True Negatives: 1
True Positives: 1

Precision = TP / (TP + FP) = 1/(1 + 1) = 0.5

Recall = TP / (TP + FN) = 1/(1 + 1) = 0.5



Precision vs Recall

A lot of times you will have to make a trade-off

Models will usually have High Recall or High Precision 
but not both

What error would you rather make?

● Incorrectly Classifying Someone with Cancer
● Missing to Diagnose Someone with Cancer



Moving on...



“No Free Lunch Theorem”
Is some classifier better than all others?

How to compare classifiers?

Is at least some classifier always better than random?

No machine learning model is better than another.



That’s all for today

Assignment 3 deadline has been pushed to Friday

Enjoy the rest of the day


